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Newsletter 89: Come visit us this year !

Do you already think of 2019
and new, more flexible,
faster and more ergonomic
machines on your schedule?
Then you have to be at
Prefamac this or next month
... we have a wonderful total
project under construction.
We are going to make the
necessary time for you ...
Because it was so busy last
summer that we almost
forgot our holiday and our
30th birthday. But .... the
invitation will follow shortly.
You can already take a look
at our new 'very practical'
building. During the award
ceremony of Corporate
Social Responsibility,
Prefamac was already put in
the flowers. Lots of reading
pleasure and within a few
weeks !!

Visit us in November or December!!

This year we had a wonderful summer in Europe, the Indian
Summer also continues! At Prefamac we are already planning for
the second half of 2019, and currently we have a very nice project
to see (see photo here above). The machines run above and
between other production lines, so a top example of flexibility and
customization. You can dream of melting, cooling, tempering, and
also of full option coating or enrobing with very delicious chocolate.
Our enrobing machines are available from 400, 500, 620, 820, ....
1200, 1300, 1400, 1500 to 1600 mm width. With removable bottom
trays, with removable bottom baths, with lick and / or tilt rollers,
with special decorations, with one or more levels, .... You cannot
think of it that way, everything is possible. The machines can be
used in a multifunctional way for various biscuits, bars and praline
applications.
Click on more photos where we show some similar examples and
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also a separate decoration, with a quick melter, to be able to
quickly melt. You can find everything at www.prefamac.com.

A delicious cup of coffee

Are we already thinking about a heavenly winter praline to be
eaten alongside a delicious cup of coffee, or maybe just a small
bar of chocolate? Absolutely! Enclosed : we show you just a few
examples: large and small, round and oval...and you can't go
wrong with a set. Our moulds can be purchased individually, so
there's absolutely no obligation to purchase in large quantities. We
have everything in stock and the order process is quick and easy.
Or maybe you'd prefer a cup of hot chocolate, prepared with
home-made chocolate flakes. The PREMIUM flaking machine
flakes 5 kg chocolate blocks in less than two minutes, turning them
into small, rapidly-melting flakes. Sooooo scrumptious and it goes
perfectly with cocooning for winter evenings.

Hip, hip, hooray! Prefamac turned 30!
Prefamac Chocolate Machines turned 30. Too busy to party in
September and October, but you will all receive an invitation to
celebrate our anniversary. We've already moved into the new
building, and it is super, super fantastic! We've already thrown an
initial party to test everything out: the presentation of the corporate
social responsibility awards at the international level. Sustainable
and high-performing entrepreneurship with an eye for the
environment, for the fellow man, .... Prefamac also won, with a
very high score. We had a great time celebrating that
achievement.
Over at more photos you can catch a sneak peek of our new
building. Beautiful, right?
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